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MARKET UPDATE
Volatility remained elevated as the regional banking closures 
dominated headlines in the first quarter. Fears of contagion also 
spread quickly in March, causing a flight to quality. U.S. Large-cap 
stocks, represented by the S&P 500 Index, outperformed U.S. 
small caps (Russell 2000 Index) +7.5% to +2.7%, respectively, for 
the quarter. The disparity in the performance of Growth relative 
to Value stocks in the first quarter was dramatic too. Growth 
stocks, represented by the Russell 1000 Growth Index, increased 
14.4%, while the Russell 1000 Value Index rose 1.0% year-to-date. 
In March, the Fed raised rates 0.25% and forecasted there may 
be just one additional rate increase in 2023. The market is now 
anticipating that the economy will slow during the second half 
of 2023, causing the Fed to make multiple cuts before the end 
of the year. This guidance pleased investors and markets rallied, 
helping the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond index gain 3.0% for 
the quarter.

BANKING SECTOR UPDATE
The first quarter of 2023 evoked unpleasant memories last felt 
in 2008, as the banking sector showed its vulnerability as some 
banks failed and others teetered on the brink of insolvency. It is 
critical to distinguish the differences in the causes of each bank’s 
hardship, as we believe this is a very different scenario from 2008 
and not a systemic problem.

Silvergate Bank focused on serving the cryptocurrency industry 
as one of the primary institutions providing U.S. Dollar liquidity. 
The extreme volatility of crypto markets following the failure 
of the crypto exchange FTX contributed to the uncertainty 
of the future of crypto, triggering an extremely high number 
of customer withdrawals. This event forced Silvergate to sell 
investments at a loss to meet these demand requests, ultimately 
causing the bank to self-liquidate.

Silicon Valley Bank (SVB) specialized in banking tech startups 
and venture capital firms. Just two years ago, funding poured into 
technology companies, and SVB saw massive deposit inflows. 
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The company tripled in size in just two years. As the bank’s clients 
received the funding, they deposited their cash at the bank. SVB 
took those deposits and bought “safe assets,” including U.S. 
Treasuries and agency mortgage-backed securities. The Fed’s 
rapid interest rate increases created two problems for SVB.

First, funding slowed for venture capital funds, so startups began 
using their cash and withdrew funds from SVB. The second 
problem was that all the “safe assets” the bank purchased now 
had a market value below their purchase price. This is because 
bond prices and yields are inversely related. Large customer 
withdrawals increased, forcing the bank to liquidate holdings 
in its investment portfolio to raise cash. SVB sold $21 billion of 
investment securities and realized a $1.8 billion loss. This sale 
created a deficit in the bank’s regulatory capital that the bank 
would need to replenish. To accomplish this, the bank announced 
a $2.25 billion share offering to replenish the hole the loss 
had created. This funding uncertainty caused fear among its 
customers and investors, ultimately triggering a run on the bank, 
leading to the failure of the 16th largest bank in the U.S. 

Signature Bank’s problems were very similar to Silvergate’s. 
Signature experienced rapid growth in 2020 and 2021, and 
its client base focused on cryptocurrency companies. Once 
Silvergate failed, depositors at other similar banks, like Signature 
Bank, started pulling funds. The bank could not meet the rapid 
withdrawal requests before regulators took control.

FEDERAL RESERVE AND TREASURY 
TAKE ACTION
After these failures, the Federal Reserve and Treasury 
Department moved quickly to restore confidence in the 
banking sector. The first thing they did was announce that all 
SVB and Signature bank depositors would be made whole 
and receive their deposits, even if they were above the FDIC 
insurance limit, available as soon as the next day. The intention 
was to slow withdrawal out of banks. It also provided stability 
for all companies with deposits over the FDIC $250,000 limit. 
For example, Roku had $487,000,000, while Roblox had 
$150,000,000 on deposit at Silicon Valley Bank. 

The Federal Reserve also announced a brand-new lending 
program for banks. The Bank Term Funding Program allows 
banks to borrow funds from the facility for up to one year at 
market rates. The banks use their investment securities as 
collateral and can borrow against the par value of the securities, 
not the current lower market values. The structure of this facility 
should keep other banks from having to sell their securities at 
depressed values and help them avoid creating similar losses as 
Silicon Valley.

Why did the Fed and Treasury establish this program for only a 
few bank failures? Figure 1 provides context for how impactful 
these banking failures were. During the Great Financial Crisis in 
2008, 25 banks failed with assets totaling over $373 billion. This 
March, the FDIC took control of two banks whose assets totaled 
nearly $320 billion. The significant asset concentration was the 
primary reason regulators determined it was crucial to step in and 
provide stability for investors.



INFLATION UPDATE
In addition to the banking failures, inflation remained a critical 
concern for investors in the first quarter. The Federal Reserve 
utilizes the PCE Index as its preferred inflation gauge because 
it is more sensitive to changes in consumer behavior than 
other measures. The PCE Index declined 0.3% from January 
to February, making this +5% higher than just one year ago. 
Core PCE, which removes more volatile food and energy costs, 
decreased just 0.1% from January through February. This data 
remains +4.6% above one year ago. The good news is that overall, 
inflation data is trending downward from its high. However, it 
remains substantially higher than the Fed’s stated goal of 2%, and 
this slow decline suggests that interest rates could stay elevated 
longer than anticipated.

FIGURE 2
SECOND FASTEST RATE HIKING CYCLE
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LABOR MARKETS
U.S. labor markets remained relatively strong in the first quarter. 
In February, the Non-Farm Payrolls report revealed that the U.S. 
created 311,000 jobs. This result was considerably higher than 
consensus estimates of 205,000 jobs. In March, according the 

BLS, the U.S. created 236,000 Non-Farm payroll jobs. Although 
this fell just short of analysts’ 239,000 jobs estimate, the data 
was another sign that the Fed’s aggressive monetary policy 
does not yet seem to be crippling labor markets. In fact, the U.S. 
unemployment rate declined to 3.5% in March, down from 3.6% a 
month earlier. 

HOW IS THIS IMPACTING PORTFOLIOS?
Meeder manages investment strategies using a multi-discipline 
and multi-factor approach that guides us in allocating our 
portfolios. We manage investment solutions across different risk 
profiles and time horizons. Many of these solutions employ one or 
more of our core investment strategies: Growth, Defensive Equity, 
and Fixed Income.

GROWTH STRATEGY

Investment portfolios utilizing the Meeder Growth Strategy 
maintain a more aggressive objective and typically remain 
invested in the stock market.

The first quarter’s volatility centered around failures in the 
banking sector. Bold steps from the Federal Reserve and the 
Treasury provided stability for investors as fears of contagion ran 
wild in early March. The Fed also raised interest rates by 0.25% 
but signaled that there might only be one additional hike in 2023. 
This guidance pleased investors, and markets rallied. Investors 
who remained invested throughout the quarter were rewarded for 
their discipline as markets eventually trended higher. Investors 
in portfolios employing the Growth Strategy in the first quarter 
achieved the highest returns of our risk-based portfolios but also 
experienced elevated volatility like that of the broad stock market.

DEFENSIVE EQUITY STRATEGY

Portfolios that utilize the Meeder Defensive Equity Strategy 
follow a rules-based and data-driven approach using the Meeder 
Investment Positioning System (IPS) model. This investment 
model determines the risk relative to reward in the marketplace 
and identifies when we should increase or decrease the portfolio’s 
target equity exposure.

FIGURE 1
RISK TO FINANCIAL SYSTEM 
BANK FAILURES – SUMMARY 2001 TO 2023
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At the beginning of the quarter, the IPS model indicated 
an equity target exposure of 50%. Early in January, we saw 
improvement in the scores of both the short and long-
term models. This improvement occurred primarily due 
to strengthening momentum factors. The intermediate-
term model score improved because bearish ETF fund 
flows reached a bearish extreme, which we view from a 
contrarian perspective. These factors and a reduction in 
market risk guided us to increase equity exposure to as 
high as 85% by the end of January. Improvements in long 
and short-term trend signals strengthened the short-term 
model, but other detractors offset these improvements, so 
the exposure remained at 85% until the end of February. 
In March, Jerome Powell’s hawkish testimony caused 
investors to start pricing in a higher terminal rate for 
federal funds than expected, and the factors surrounding 
this contributed to reducing our exposure to 60%.  
This increase in the interest rate outlook and banking 
failures caused market volatility to surge in both equity and 
bond markets. It caused our models to reduce our equity 
allocation to 50% by the end of the first quarter.

FIXED INCOME STRATEGY

The Meeder Fixed Income Strategy tactically shifts 
portfolio exposure utilizing our proprietary investment 
models. These models actively monitor economic and 
market-related factors to guide us in determining the 
credit quality, emerging market debt exposure, and the 
portfolio’s U.S. Treasury duration. 

The beginning of the quarter saw the credit models 
pointing towards weakness in the high-yield sector but 
some strength in the emerging market sector. The duration 
model was trending toward neutral. Therefore, early in the 
quarter, we began decreasing high-yield exposure and 
adding this to emerging markets. A sizeable defensive 
position remained as increased volatility persisted in the 

bond market. Spreads began to compress toward the end 
of the month, and the credit model began to favor credit 
risk, at which point we increased the allocation to high-
yield exposure. 

In February, rate volatility increased due to credit and 
macro events. The quantitative models identified this trend 
causing us to decrease exposure to all spread sectors and 
decrease duration risk. Toward the end of the quarter, the 
duration model reversed course, and we increased the 
duration to reflect this signal. The emerging market model 
also reflected a risk-on profile, and we increased exposure 
to this sector.

LOOKING FORWARD
The events in the first quarter were a reminder of how 
quickly things can change in financial markets. These 
bank failures were also examples of why diversification 
is essential. The lack of diversification in their business 
clientele as well as the historic increase in interest rates 
ultimately led to the bank failures.

Times like these reaffirm the value of our quantitative 
investment approach because it allows us to remove 
the emotion of these events and focus our investment 
decisions based on data. We will remain diligent while 
looking for opportunities. Thank you for allowing us to help 
you achieve your financial goals. 

Sincerely,

ROBERT S. MEEDER
PRESIDENT AND CEO
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